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Abstract
Finding relevant information fromnewly published scientific papers is becoming increas-
ingly difficult due to the pace at which articles are published every year as well as the
increasing amount of information per paper. Biocuration andmodel organism databases
provide a map for researchers to navigate through the complex structure of the biomed-
ical literature by distilling knowledge into curated and standardized information. In
addition, scientific search engines such as PubMed and text-mining tools such as Text-
presso allow researchers to easily search for specific biological aspects from newly
published papers, facilitating knowledge transfer. However, digesting the information
returned by these systems—often a large number of documents—still requires consider-
able effort. In this paper, we present Wormicloud, a new tool that summarizes scientific
articles in a graphical way through word clouds. This tool is aimed at facilitating the
discovery of new experimental results not yet curated by model organism databases
and is designed for both researchers and biocurators. Wormicloud is customized for
the Caenorhabditis elegans literature and provides several advantages over existing
solutions, including being able to perform full-text searches through Textpresso, which
providesmore accurate results than other existing literature search engines. Wormicloud
is integrated through direct links from gene interaction pages inWormBase. Additionally,
it allows analysis on the gene sets obtained from literature searches with other Worm-
Base tools such as SimpleMine and Gene Set Enrichment.
Database URL: https://wormicloud.textpressolab.com
Introduction
Given the overwhelming and constantly growing num-
ber of research papers published in biomedical research,
finding relevant information from the scientific literature
has become a challenging task. There are many strategies
researchers have adopted over time in order to keep pace
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with recent scientific discoveries, such as subscribing to
topic-based research blogs or setting up alerts on scientific
search platforms such as PubMed MEDLINE or Europe
PMC (Europe PubMed Central) (1). These platforms pro-
vide tools for querying relevant documents by free-text
searches or controlled vocabulary to help researchers over-
come the information overload by suggesting the most
relevant list of articles. However, digesting information
from the scientific articles returned by the queries may still
be challenging, especially for large numbers of papers.
Biological data curation (biocuration) is aimed at
extracting valuable knowledge from experimental results
in the literature and making the extracted information
readily available to researchers in an easy-to-interpret for-
mat (2). Curated data regarding specific model organ-
isms are maintained by model organism databases such
as WormBase, the main information resource for the
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (3), among others, and
by the recently formed Alliance of Genome Resources
(4). Although biocuration is vital for modern biological
research, it is mostly a manual process performed by expert
curators, and there is a considerable time lag between
the publication of an article and the inclusion of curated
data into model organism databases. Finding new scientific
results in the literature in a timely fashion would be greatly
beneficial for both bench scientists and biocurators.
One of the possible solutions to overcome the informa-
tion overload is to automatically generate summaries of
collections of scientific articles such that key aspects of new
results can be easily digested without reading all the articles
in the collection. Different summarization solutions have
been proposed in the literature, including automated gen-
eration of text summaries using computational linguistic
techniques (5) or graphical summary generation and visu-
alization methods, such as graphical summaries based on
word clouds.
Word clouds (also known as tag clouds or wordles) are
visual representations of text data that depict the most
important keywords in one ormore textual documents such
as cloud-shaped collections of words with different sizes,
colors, orientations and fonts. The importance of each key-
word is measured by its frequency of appearance in the
source documents, and it is reflected in the different size
of the words in the word cloud in order to make important
keywords more visible than others.
Word clouds have been largely used on the web to sum-
marize information and have become very popular with
the advent of Web 2.0 and of social media such as Flickr
(www.flickr.com) and Delicious (http://del.icio.us/, a social
bookmarking service discontinued in 2019). In this context,
they were mainly used to aid website navigation through
visual representation of page content. However, overuse
and the somewhat limited effectiveness of this specific appli-
cation led to a gradual decline of their popularity. They
have been recently rediscovered as powerful tools for data
summarization and analysis, and their effectiveness has
been formally analyzed by several research studies (6, 7).
A handful of tools that summarize research articles
through word clouds have been proposed in the litera-
ture, even though, at the time of writing this paper, all
of these were not accessible online or were not properly
functioning. Perhaps the most promising of these tools in
the context of biology is Genes2WordCloud (8). This tool
generates word clouds from a list of genes or keywords
by searching documents from different sources, includ-
ing biological annotations from the Gene Ontology con-
sortium (9, 10) and abstracts of scientific articles from
PubMed (https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). The resulting
word clouds summarize information related to the provided
genes or keywords, highlighting prominent research topics
in the related articles.
Another word cloud tool that was designed to sum-
marize information in research articles from PubMed is
LigerCat (11). This tool presents MeSH terms (the key-
words in the controlled vocabulary used to index papers in
PubMed) of articles retrieved through PubMed search API
to build word clouds. Even though this technique proved to
be effective in summarizing research aspects of a collection
of articles, it excludes words not indexed asMeSH terms by
PubMed and may therefore miss some important keywords
not yet in the controlled vocabulary.
Kuo et al. (12) designed a tool that allows users to sum-
marize the results of PubMed searches through word clouds
based on words extracted from abstracts. This tool presents
a simple interface but does not provide additional tools for
data analysis such as word trends over time.
In this paper, we present Wormicloud (worm informa-
tion cloud), a novel visual tool based on word clouds that
summarizes knowledge about specific research topics from
a large amount of textual documents and facilitates new
discoveries from data not yet curated by model organ-
ism databases. Wormicloud uses keywords from abstracts
and gene names mentioned in the full text of research
articles to generate word clouds, thanks to the advanced
search functionality provided by the Textpresso Central
text-mining system (13). Textpresso allows fine-grained
searches on keywords and categories specifically based for
C. elegans and other model organisms (e.g. gene names and
other biological entities extracted from articles). In partic-
ular, it provides searches on full text of articles, whereas
PubMed searches exclusively on abstracts. This makes
Wormicloud able to find more articles relevant to specific
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Wormicloud helps users dynamically refine their
searches by adding keywords with a click on the dis-
playedwords to narrow down the original list of documents
until the desired level of detail in the search is reached.
Most importantly, Wormicloud does not depend on any
manual curation. All the processes, from text mining to
presentation of word clouds, are performed automatically,
thereby ensuring that the data presented to the user is
always up-to-date and complete. Wormicloud includes also
a graphical word trends analysis tool that allows the user
to trace the use of specific words in the obtained word
clouds over time. Wormicloud is integrated into WormBase
and can also be used in combination with other bioinfor-
matics tools, such as SimpleMine (https://wormbase.org/




Wormicloud is structured into a backend and a frontend
component, as depicted in Figure 1. The frontend allows
users to perform keyword-based searches and displays the
articles matching the search parameters in the form of word
clouds. The interface also has an interactive reference list
with the details about the articles used to build the word
cloud, and a word trends analysis tool that displays the
usage of specific words in the word cloud over time. More
details on the frontend are provided in the Results section,
where we describe the implementation of the UI and pro-
vide some use cases to show how it can be used for different
research-oriented tasks.
In this section, we focus on the backend component,
which searches for scientific articles by interfacing with
the Textpresso Central Application Programmer Interface
(API) and extracts lists of words from these articles with
their respective frequency counters. The backend is geared
towards C. elegans specific literature and nomenclature,
but we plan to expand it to other organisms in the future,
as explained in the Discussion section.
Textpresso (13) allows programmatic access to its
functions through a public API (https://textpressoapi.
readthedocs.io/en/latest/?badge=latest). This API allows
keywords- and category-based full-text searches on scien-
tific articles, including all C. elegans papers included in
WormBase. The API returns abstracts and full text of the
articles matching the search criteria, but it also provides the
list of words in the text of each of these articles belonging
to a specific category. Wormicloud backend uses the API to
retrieve documents containing a list of user-provided key-
words through full-text searches and combines the words
in the abstracts of returned articles to build word clouds.
Using abstracts only makes articles retrieval from Text-
presso Central faster. In fact, even though searches are per-
formed on the full text, the text of the matching articles is
not retrieved automatically due to specific Textpresso inter-
nal optimization rules. Therefore, accessing the full text of
a large set of articles would require too much time to pro-
vide an acceptable user experience. In addition, abstracts
usually describe the core aspects of the research work, and
the full text often includes related work and discussions
on previous results that could add noise to the resulting
word clouds. Wormicloud also uses the API to retrieve
all genes, sequence names and protein names in the arti-
cles that match the search criteria, in order to build word
clouds containing these entities, called ‘gene names only
clouds’ in the user interface. Protein names are transformed
to match their related gene names by converting them to
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lowercase. C. elegans gene names are standardized and
defined by a specific nomenclature (https://wormbase.org/
about/userguide/nomenclature). Textpresso identifies gene
names in the full text of articles through regular expres-
sions and matches approved gene names, sequence names
and synonyms.
To extract words and counters from the list of abstracts
obtained through the Textpresso API, the backend tok-
enizes the text in each of the abstracts—i.e. it breaks the
text into individual linguistic units. We designed a custom
tokenizer that considers particular biological entities as sin-
gle words (e.g. C. elegans gene names, which often contain
a dash, such as ‘daf-16’). Then, the resulting tokens are lem-
matized in order to group together variations of the same
base words. Lemmatization uses morphological analysis of
words to identify their root, an approach that works well
in the context of biology. Stemming is another possible
technique that reduces different forms of a word to their
common base form through a heuristic process that cuts
off the ends of words. Note that stemming is used instead
of lemmatization by all the other word cloud-based sum-
marization tools in the literature. However, we decided
to not apply stemming, as it turned out to flatten impor-
tant differences between biological concepts (e.g. germ and
germline). Note that lemmatization alone is not able to
group all word variations, but it provides the best results for
our use cases. A custom list of stopwords is also used to get
rid of keywords considered noise in the C. elegans biolog-
ical context. The lists of stopwords for the keyword-based
clouds and gene only clouds are available in Supplemental
Table S1.
The Textpresso API returns a list of articles sorted by a
relevance score (hereinafter ‘Textpresso score’) that reflects
howwell the results match with the provided search param-
eters, limited to a maximum number that can be controlled
through the Wormicloud user interface. This limit makes
Textpresso Central searches faster and filters out less rel-
evant articles. We decided to give the user the option to
choose between 200, 400 and 1000 as the maximum result
number. The default value for searches is set to 200, which
is the fastest possible option (since Textpresso returns 200
maximum results per query). As supported by the statistical
analysis below, this value is sufficient also for the accu-
racy of results returned by broad searches, even though the
user can still manually set the maximum number of results
through the interface to 400 or 1000 for more accurate
results. The user can also decide whether to count words
in abstracts by plain frequency or by frequency weighted
by the Textpresso score received by each paper. In the lat-
ter case, words in papers with low Textpresso scores with
respect to the search criteria count less than words in papers
with higher scores.
Choosing the optimal parameters for
Wormicloud searches
We performed a statistical analysis to choose the default
maximum number of papers to be fetched from the Text-
presso API looking for the best trade-off between search
speed and accuracy of the results. We measured how
increasing the maximum number of results impacts the
retrieval time and accuracy of the resulting list of words and
their respective frequencies used to build the word clouds.
To do so, we performed searches through the Textpresso
API for a broad biological term, which matches a large
number of papers. We decided to use the term ‘meiosis’—
which returned 2985 documents through a regular search
on Textpresso Central (https://www.textpressocentral.org)
at the time of writing—and we performed two separate
analyses on these searches: (i) we measured the query time
for searches with 200, 400 and 1000 maximum number
of results; (ii) we calculated similarity measures between
the lists of keywords obtained by the Wormicloud backend
software processing pipeline and ranked by their frequen-
cies (both plain frequency and weighted by the Textpresso
score).
Query times
The Textpresso API has a caching mechanism that makes
subsequent searches faster, so we measured the time
required for the first query and we also measured the aver-
age time for subsequent queries. For non-cached queries,
it took 16.18 s for the 200 results query, 68.82 s for 400
results and 123.47 s for the 1000 results one. With caching,
the average query time, over 10 observations, was 13.33 s
(±0.99 s) for 200 results maximum, 29.28 s (±1.73 s) for
400 and 75.86 s (±8.08 s) for 1000 results. These figures
tell us that increasing the number of maximum results
returned by Textpresso to more than 200 (the maximum
number of results that are packed by Textpresso in a single
query) can lead to long search times for the user and this
significantly impacts user experience.
Similarity between lists of words obtained with different
thresholds
We calculated indices to measure how similar the lists of
words obtained by the searches with different maximum
number of results are. To do so, we first considered the
presence/absence of words across the three lists obtained
for the search ‘meiosis’ with different thresholds and calcu-
lated the percentage of words in the list for 1000 maximum
results which are also in the list with 400 and 200 max-
imum results. We calculated this percentage both for the
full lists and by limiting the analysis to the first 100 words
sorted by their counters, as the number of words included
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Figure 2. Word clouds for the keyword ‘meiosis’ obtained by combining 200, 400 and 1000 maximum results from the Textpresso API and with plain
frequency word counts.
100. For the latter analysis, we considered two cases, the
first with counters obtained by plain word frequency in
the returned documents, and the second with frequencies
weighted by the Textpresso score assigned to each docu-
ment. To further analyze the similarity between the lists
of words, we calculated the correlation of the lists ranked
by their counters, this time also taking into account varia-
tions in the position of each word across lists. Also in this
case, we considered both plain frequencies and frequen-
cies weighted by the Textpresso scores as counters. For this
analysis, we calculated Kendall’s tau correlation coefficient,
a standard coefficient for ranked lists.
Overlapping words between lists
Searches for ‘meiosis’ returned 3877 distinct words with
the maximum number of results set to 200, 5960 with 400
and 11085 with 1000 results. All of the words in the 200
and 400 lists are contained in the 1000 list. The 200 list has
a 34.98% overlap with the 1000 list, whereas the 400 list
has an overlap of 53.77% with the 1000 list. When tak-
ing only the first 100 entries per list into account, ranked
by plain word counter, the overlap with the elements in
the 1000 list is 74% for the 200 list and 83% for the 400
list. When ranked by counter weighted by Textpresso score,
the overlap between the list with 1000 and 200 results is
74%, and the one between 1000 and 400 results is 84%.
These results tell us that even though the full list of words
with their counters obtained using 200 and 400 maximum
results from the Textpresso API is significantly shorter than
that obtained from 1000 results (especially the 200 results
list), the first 100 words in the lists are quite similar and the
resulting word clouds are comparable. Moreover, weight-
ing the counters by the score returned by Textpresso for
the relative papers does not significantly change the first
100 words in the lists. Figure 2 gives a visual representation
of the word clouds obtained with the three thresholds and
plain frequency counts. As can be noted from the figure,
the main keywords related to ‘meiosis’ in C. elegans are all
present in the three cases. This is another indication that
limiting the number of results from Textpresso to 200 does
not significantly alter the resulting word cloud. Nonethe-
less, users can manually select a higher number of results if
they want to performmore accurate analyses, especially for
word trends and to obtain a more accurate reference list.
Correlation between ranked lists
For plain counters, the correlation between the list obtained
with 1000 maximum results and the one obtained with
200 results is 0.61 (P<0.01), and it is 0.72 (P<0.01) for
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respectively. The correlations do not change when consid-
ering the Textpresso score for ranking the words in the
lists. When considering the first 100 words in the lists only,
the correlation is 0.56 (P<0.01) and 0.68 (P<0.01) for
the pairs of lists with 1000 and 200, and 1000 and 400
maximum results, respectively. Also, in this case, the corre-
lations do not change significantly when the counters are
weighted by Textpresso score. These correlations tell us
that the lists of words returned using the different param-
eters for searches that match large numbers of papers are
similar to each other not only in the specific words returned
but also in their ranking within the lists. Nonetheless, in use
cases where results from Textpresso have large differences
in match score, advanced users (Textpresso users in particu-
lar) may still want to use counters weighted by Textpresso
score. For this reason, we decided to leave the option of
choosing which counters to use to the user.
Results
Wormicloud implementation
We developed Wormicloud as a web application available
at https://wormicloud.textpressolab.com. The frontend
component is written in JavaScript using the React
framework, and the backend is a python program based
on the Falcon framework (https://falcon.readthedocs.io/en/
stable/). The Textpresso Central API, developed in a sep-
arate project, is written in C++ (https://textpressoapi.
readthedocs.io/en/latest/?badge=latest).
Wormicloud is open source and available at https://
github.com/WormBase/wormicloud.
Search interface
The Wormicloud frontend component (UI) allows users to
insert a list of keywords and the desired word cloud for-
mat (all keywords from abstracts or gene names only from
full text). Also, with the ‘Advanced options’ button, users
can add additional selectors such as publication year range,
author names, the maximum number of articles to be used
to build the word clouds, and the method for counting
word frequencies, a plain count or weighted by Textpres-
soCentral paper score. As depicted in Figure 3, keywords
can be combined to search for documents containing at
least one of them (‘OR’ option) or all of them (‘AND’
option). The ‘AND’ option generates word clouds contain-
ing only words that are present in all articles returned by
searching each keyword separately instead of the union of
all words contained in articles mentioning all the provided
keywords. This makes the resulting word clouds more
focused on aspects overlapping in all the returned articles.
In addition, users can perform searches by author names
only, without providing any specific keyword.
Figure 3. Wormicloud search interface with ‘advanced options’ menu
expanded.
Wormicloud displays the results of searches with a
combined view of word clouds (Figure 4), reference list
(Figure 5) and word trends tool (Figure 6).
Word cloud interface
Word clouds displayed by Wormicloud are based on
a React word cloud package (https://www.npmjs.com/
package/react-wordcloud). The package takes care of find-
ing the best layout for words and displays them in dif-
ferent colors to maximize readability. The word clouds
are interactive in that users can click on each word to
add them back to the list of keywords in the search inter-
face. In this way, users can refine their searches to find
the most relevant research for their purposes. The word
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Figure 4. Word cloud displayed by Wormicloud for the query ‘DREAM complex’.
Figure 5. Reference list displaying the articles used to generate the word cloud in Figure 4.
Figure 6. Word trends tool displaying the yearly usage of the first five words by number of mentions in the abstracts of the articles used to generate
the word cloud in Figure 4. In this example, the query was ‘DREAM complex’.
Redraw cloud button
Redraws the word cloud by re-applying the algorithm that
positions the words and assigns colors.
Download counters
Downloads a csv file containing all the words obtained
from the backend with their counters. Note that this file
can contain more words than those displayed in the word
cloud, which are limited to 100.
Export as JPEG
Downloads an image of the word cloud in jpeg format.
View on SimpleMine (for gene names word clouds only)
Opens SimpleMine search interface (https://wormbase.org/
tools/mine/simplemine.cgi) with the field for the list of
genes pre-filled with the gene names in the word cloud. Sim-
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View on Gene Set Enrichment tool (for gene names word
clouds only)
Opens WormBase tissue enrichment analysis tool (https://
wormbase.org/tools/enrichment/tea/tea.cgi) with the field
for the list of genes pre-filled with the gene names in the
word cloud.
Reference list interface
When a word cloud is displayed, users also see a list of
the references used to build the word cloud at the bottom
of the screen (Figure 5). This is an interactive component
that allows users to sort the list of references by relevance
(the score received by each article from Textpresso based
on how well it matched the search), title, journal, date, and
WormBase and PubMed IDs. The list is paginated for easier
navigation. In addition, the user can download the list of
references to file in csv format.
Word trends interface
The word trends interface (Figure 6) is accessible by click-
ing the ‘Word Trends’ tab that appears to the right of the
‘References’ tab when a word cloud is generated. This inter-
face allows the user to visualize the number of mentions in
abstracts per year of each of the words obtained from the
backend and used to build the word cloud. These are dis-
played as an interactive graph. Note that the number of
mentions included in the graph considers abstracts only, as
for the word clouds. By default only the five words with
the highest counters are displayed, but the user can add
more words by searching them through the autocomplete
text input on the right. The user can also remove words
from the graph by unchecking the checkboxes near each
word.
Finding new experimental results with
Wormicloud
In the previous sections, we showed how Wormicloud
generates a visual abstract starting from a combination
of search keywords and helps users discover a common
theme from the articles published in the research area
related to each keyword. Here, we show some examples
of how Wormicloud can be used to mine information on
complex data types such as biological pathways or pro-
tein complexes from a simple gene pair. In most cases,
protein–protein interaction data as a form of gene pair is
not easy to understand, especially when the data are from
high-throughput approaches such as mass-spectrometry
and yeast two-hybrid screening. In fact, in this case, the
importance of gene-gene interactions is usually not easy
to assess if there is no further information on the context
of the interactions. Using Wormicloud, if a user obtains
a gene pair (lin-9 and lin-35) from interaction data, they
can simply insert the gene names sequentially in the search
interface and get a word cloud displaying the keywords
‘transcriptional’, ‘repression’, ‘DREAM’ and ‘complex’,
which successfully capture the underlying biological rela-
tionship between the genes (Figure 7A) and are not easy to
obtain with other methods. For the readers who are not
familiar with these keywords, the DREAM complex com-
prises six additional proteins (LIN-37, LIN-52, LIN-53,
LIN-54, DPL-1 and EFL-1) as well as LIN-9 and LIN-35.
This protein complex functions as a transcriptional repres-
sor complex that controls the expression of the key genes
for cell cycle and development (14).
By selecting the option to generate word clouds with
only gene names, users can also get a whole set of gene
names studied in the literature related to the queried key-
words (Figure 7B). From this gene name word cloud, users
can get essential information about what genes often stud-
ied with lin-9 and lin-35. The word cloud depicted in
Figure 7B includes all the genes (lin-9, lin-35, lin-37, lin-52,
lin-53, lin-54, dpl-1 and efl-1) that encode the protein com-
ponents of ‘DRM (or DREAM) complex’ (14) as well as
other involved genes. Therefore, gene name clouds success-
fully provide important information about the components
of a protein complex or genes in a biological pathway,
which are not easily obtained from biological databases.
Gene name clouds also provide further analysis options
for the gene set through other bioinformatics tools in
WormBase, namely Gene-set enrichment analysis and Sim-
pleMine. Wormicloud sends the list of genes in gene name
clouds to the gene-set enrichment analysis tool and redirects
the user to the web pages of the tool which show three
different enrichment analysis results for tissue, phenotype
and gene ontology terms annotated in WormBase. This
list of genes, combined with additional analyses provided
by the WormBase Gene-set enrichment analysis tool, pro-
vide important clues to find what kind of biological pro-
cesses or molecular functions are related to the queried
keywords (Figure 7C). When comparing the results in
Figure 7A and C, we found that the word cloud is well
matched to the gene ontology enrichment result for the
molecular functions which are based on the annotated data
inWormBase. Users can also analyze the gene list by using a
batch data-mining tool, SimpleMine. SimpleMine retrieves
all essential bioinformatics data in at least 30 different top-
ics from WormBase as shown in Supplemental Table S2.
For the user convenience, we summarized all the proce-
dures described above in the tutorial video (supplemental
movie 1).
C. elegans is one of the most popular model systems
for study of genes implicated in human diseases (15, 16).
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Figure 7. Use cases of Wormicloud in mining complex data from literature and its analysis. (A) keyword cloud obtained by entering the keywords
‘lin-9’ and ‘lin-35’ in the Wormicloud search interface. Color highlighted entities show the biological function of lin-9 and lin-35. (B) Gene name cloud
for ‘lin-9’ and ‘lin-35’ captures all the essential components in the DREAM complex, which are highlighted in color. (C) Gene ontology enrichment
analysis of all genes obtained from the gene name word cloud in Figure 7B recapitulates the major information captured in Figure 7A. (Note that
we have manually grayed out terms from Figure 7A and B to highlight the importance of some of the remaining terms in color and to improve
readability, but since Wormicloud does not have a measure of ‘biological relevance’ of terms the results in the word clouds generated by the tool
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used in the previous research articles related to a specific
human disorder. By using the gene name cloud tool in
Wormicloud and downloading the obtained list of key-
words, users can easily obtain the list of all genes related
to any disease names or disease phenotype terms of inter-
est. For example, Alzheimer’s disease has been studied with
563 genes from the top 200 best matched research articles.
In another example, human autism-related research articles
have mentioned 1377 genes from the same number of best
matched articles (Supplemental Table S3).
Discussion
Curation
Curation of certain data types such as lists of gene com-
ponents of a protein complex or in biological pathways is
not easy to keep up-to-date. Wormicloud can be a good
alternative source of information for these data types, espe-
cially through gene name clouds. Wormicloud can also
be used to get a summary of research articles from any
type of keywords, including materials (e.g. drug and chem-
ical names), phenotypes and allele names. In addition,
understanding how information changes over time in a
certain research area is not an easy task; Wormicloud
can provide such longitudinal information with its word
trends tool.
Current biological databases store a tremendous amount
of information in diverse research areas. Therefore, finding
the relevant information might be daunting for a naive user.
In WormBase, automated gene descriptions make the key
data easier to access by providing a detailed but easy to read
summary of curated data for each gene (17). However, gene
descriptions are related to single genes, and they do not
help in the comparison of multiple genes to find any over-
lapping data. In this case, users still need to have advanced
bioinformatics skills. Wormicloud can help solve this prob-
lem by generating a word cloud for multiple genes in
WormBase.
Limitations and technical challenges
One of the main limitations of word clouds is that some
displayed words may be closely related to each other.
Grouping or clustering them can help improve the visu-
alization and obtain more meaningful results. We plan to
provide an option to group terms based on their distance
in ontologies or other possible measures of distance as part
of future improvements.
We designed Wormicloud to complement Textpresso
Central with visual tools to explore the research literature
and facilitate research, but Wormicloud has somewhat lim-
ited features compared to the main Textpresso search inter-
face. In fact, Wormicloud cannot return more than 1000
results, and users should use Textpresso Central instead
for large searches and for more advanced search options.
Clearly, more results can provide a better chance of finding
relevant papers. However, this goal can be achieved only
when efficient filtering tools are available. Wormicloud is
best suited for generating word clouds from up to 1000
papers at once, whereas the Textpresso search interface
can return many more results, but it does not provide a
graphical summary of the results.
Textpresso currently updates its corpus every month.
Moreover, Textpresso includes only papers already present
in the WormBase corpus. Therefore, some delay may occur
between publication and inclusion in Textpresso and con-
sequent availability in Wormicloud.
Wormicloud for other organisms
The flexible nature of Wormicloud is expected to make
it easy to apply it to the literature of other organisms.
In addition, Textpresso already covers several organisms
through PubMed open access articles. Some components of
the current Wormicloud implementation have been specif-
ically designed for C. elegans. In particular, the Textpresso
API used to return gene names works only with C. elegans
genes, and the text-mining module in the Wormicloud
backend component uses a list of stopwords specific to
WormBase data. As part of our future work, we plan to
extend Wormicloud to the literature of other organisms,
starting from the Alliance of Genome Resources. To do this,
we need to improve our text-mining module and expand
searches on Textpresso.
Wormiclould is a useful tool for summarizing large
and heterogeneous data from sources such as WormBase,
and we think it would be applicable to a broad range of
organisms and topics for which there are curated data. In
particular, Wormicloud can be very useful to make a snap-
shot of the curated data frommultiple gene pages of diverse
model organisms such as those included in the Alliance of
Genome Resources. This word cloud result can be inter-
active for filtering the original query and/or navigating the
gene page related to a word or word group. From the single-
cell level to the whole genomic level, integrating informa-
tion from multiple sources has become vital for research.
This more and more requires systematic approaches using
comparative bioinformatics. Wormicloud, with its intu-
itive yet powerful interface, can be used to conve-
niently explore such comparative studies through word
cloud images showing common topics among multiple
genes.
Supplementary data
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